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Introduction

The Human Powered Submarine (HPS) team at UC San Diego has been building submarines for more than a dozen years, with each new endeavor taking
from and building onto the growing mountain of knowledge and experience.
The team these past two years has been particularly young–the majority consists of new members with veteran leadership sprinkled throughout–and has
continued to modify and optimize previous designs with new ideas and renewed vigor.
At the 10th International Submarine Races, UC San Diego HPS raced two
submarines: Odins Rage and Stanley, one person and two person non-propeller
subs, respectively. Recording a maximum speed of 4.103 knots Odin took 2nd
place in its division, due in no small part to its redesigned elongated hull and
side-swinging boom and fin . Much was left to be desired from our entry in

the two person, non-propeller division, so our team focused on the design of an
entirely new submarine to compete in the 11th ISR Legasea. Unfortunately, during the second year of the project (2011), an unanticipated catastrophic failure
during fiberglassing destroyed the Legasea mold, and along with it our hopes of
completing the boat in time. Due to this setback it was decided to refocus our
efforts entirely on making the necessary changes to Odin to pursue the world
record in the one person, non-propeller division, and bring Legasea to the 12th
ISR in 2013.
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Overall Submarine Design

The team completed Sebastion and competed in the 9th ISR in the one person, non-propeller division and did well, and it was determined that many
changes could be made to continue achieving faster speeds. Instead of starting
from scratch for the hull of Odin, we decided to modify the Sebastion mold.
The mold was lengthened eighteen inches to accommodate taller pilots, and
window placement was optimized for improved visibility. Also, the vertically
sweeping boom and fin propulsion system caused many problems with Sebastions pitch control, so we designed a new drive train that adopted a dolphinlike horizontally sweeping boom and fin.
In Odins Rage, the pilot lays above a SCUBA tank which is attached inside
the hull, and wears an anchored belt harness to increase power input to the
drive train. The drive train consists of two pairs of bicycle cranks, one for
power input and one highly modified pair for boom actuation. Using a 3:1
gear ratio, the modified cranks convert the rotational motion from the pilot to
the oscillation of the boom and fin.
The pilot uses a two-handle steering system to control the pitch and yaw,
the design of which was an optimization project to improve on the previous
design. Previously, one joystick type handle was use, and it was difficult to
avoid over-steering. We wanted more accurate steering actuation at the input
end, a more identifiable neutral position, and sturdier construction that would
give the pilot a secondary anchor point during pedaling (second to the harness). In the current design, each handle is connected to a pair of surfboard
fins via push-pull cables. The ”dead man0 s” release is actuated by a lever on
the yaw steering handle; if the pilot releases the handle a pin is pulled from the
buoys string spindle, allowing the buoy to ascend.

Figure 1: The drivetrain for the horizontal fin motion
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3.1

Design and Fabrication
Hull

The design of the hull for Odin and Legasea was completed based off of knowledge from our previous submarines. To construct the Legasea, the mold that
created Odin was modified using plaster of paris. It was determined that the
roughly circular cross-section of Odin center section could be minimized to reduce frontal surface area and overall drag of Legasea. The theoretical overall
frontal surface area was reduced by 17%. Plaster was added to the mold and
shaped using cut-outs of the the desired hull profile at specific station lines.

Figure 2: Fiberglassing the first section of the Legasea hull
The mold reshaping was completed and surface primer was sprayed several times to coat the mold. To prevent damage to the underlying plaster during fiberglassing, the mold was waxed heavily and coated with polyvinyl alcohol, which served as a release agent. To increase bleed-out and decrease
weight, vacuum bagging was implemented in addition to using UV cure resin.
Five or six layers of different types of fiberglass cloth were used depending on
location; cloth was used on the exterior layers and mat for the interior.
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It was during this process that the modified Odin mold used to make Legasea
was severely damaged. Due to the costs and lead time involved with constructing a new mold, the fabrication of Legasea was put on hold and hull fabrication
ceased.

Figure 3: Vacuum bagging the first section of the Legasea hull
The decision was made to re-race Odins Rage, which did not require any significant hull fabrication or fiberglassing. Odins hull was created in 2008 using
UV cure resin and 5-6 layers of fiberglass, and has two hatches: one large hatch
for the pilot to enter and exit the submarine, and one for service and access to
the drive train. Also, a horizontal slot was cut in the rear of the submarine to
enable the boom and fin to swing back and forth.

3.2

Propulsion

As previously mentioned, the drive train for Odins Rage was designed to incorporate a horizontally sweeping boom and fin, perpendicular to that of its
predecessor Sebastion (vertically sweeping fin). Prior to ISR 10, Odins drive
train underwent many significant alterations and optimizations, and our primary goal for this ISR 11 was to continue to optimize its reliability with the
main focus being the education of our freshmen members. The drive train was
used as a teaching aid for stress analysis, solid modeling, and the fundamental
principles of engineering design. Optimizations were made to the drive trains
boom and fin, and all the fasteners were replaced with one common thread size
where possible (for ease of maintenance).
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Figure 4: The fin and boom assembly
Even though fabrication of the Legasea hull was postponed, the designs for
its propulsion system have been finalized. In fact, the key parts and materials
had already been acquired before the mold accident. Legasea, a two-person
propeller-driven submarine, will utilize a center-mounted, dual-crank, dualpropeller drive train.

Figure 5: A CAD rendered version of Legasea0 s drivetrain
The front occupant (responsible for steering) will be prone like in Odin, and
the rear occupant (responsible for the gear shift) will be reclined facing for5

ward. One of the primary goals for ISR 12 is to develop a modified version of
the Legasea drive train to fit onto the Odins Rage platform. This will serve as
prove-out of the Legasea drive train concept, and provide UCSD HPS with a
one-person propeller submarine.

3.3

Steering

The steering in the prior version of Odin used a single lever that controlled
the pitch and the yaw with separate movements. The dead-man release was
attached to a stationary post for the pilots other hand to operate.
Two large surfboard fins were used on the top and bottom of the hull to
act as keels, and four smaller surfboard fins were used to control the pitch and
yaw. The two fins, each to alter the pitch and yaw respectively, were connected
so their movements were identical. This connection was then attached to a
Morse cable, which attached the steering controls to the steering surfaces. The
issues with the prior steering system were threefold. The first being that the
coupled fins would either get loose or slip, severely affecting the steering. The
fins themselves were also very difficult to remove. And finally, the lever for
steering provided too large of a range for the fins to be maneuvered. At higher
speeds, a large change in the steering could result in undesirable results. The

Figure 6: The redesigned steering system implementing hex shafts
steering system was modified from the previous submarine to one that utilized
quick release hex shaft connections and a ”finger” steering system. Hex shafts
were attached to the smaller steering fins using epoxy and bolts, and snapped
into purchased hex fittings originally made for drill drivers. The ease of the
quick release enables quick access for maintenance of the fins or drive train.
Additionally, the hex shape eliminates any potential for slippage. The ”finger” steering system was implemented because ideally very little fin move6

ment is required at high speeds. This new system is not as sensitive as the prior
version due to a restricted range of movement, keeping all steering movement
at high speeds gentle.

3.4

Safety

The safety system in Odin features two main aspects: the first being a deadmans release and safety buoy, and the second being the hatch, which can be
opened from the inside or outside of the submarine. The dead-mans release
uses a highly visible and buoyant float, which is held in place by the pilot,
and released under any sort of troubling circumstances. The buoy itself is held
by a modified bicycle brake pad system and a reel of line. When the bicycle
brake handle is squeezed, the brake pad system and bolt restrict the reel from
rotating. When the handle is released, the reel is capable of rotating, allowing
the buoy and line to float to the surface.

Figure 7: A team member using the outside hatch release
The hatch is able to be opened both by the pilot inside and any safety divers
on the outside of the submarine. The release mechanism itself is simple, and
you just pull a chord and handle towards the rear of the submarine. This is
located near the front of the hatch, which is forward and up from the pilot,
so they can easily move their hands from the steering to release the hatch.
The handle on the exterior of the sub is clearly marked with orange paint and
”PULL” painted on the hull.
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Testing and Training

The main goal of the team was to get the submarine in the pool early and often
to enable enough time for testing, troubleshooting, piloting practice, and any
potential redesigns. When the decision was made to just focus on Odin, our
team focused on ensuring that a variety of pilots were capable of competing
in ISR 11. This meant getting each pilot comfortable with quickly entering
the submarine, hooked into the drive train and strapped down, in addition to
exiting the submarine.

Figure 8: The team preparing for pool testing
It was also necessary that the pilots understood the steering mechanism
used. Pool testing was used to hone in the required amount of steering required at lower speeds to control Odin. Also, testing in the pool and in a wet
environment was utilized to show that quick fixes and repairs could be made
by the team on the ”beach” at the ISR.
A very important aspect of training involved the support divers. By having
a team dive prior to competition, our members learned how to communicate
quickly and efficiently underwater. This was incredibly critical because once
underwater, your entire team needed to act as a single unit, rather than several
individuals.
The team also worked on ballasting the submarine prior to competition to
have more time for racing and less time spent adding buoyancy to the right
places. Additionally, the team worked on testing using an underwater video
camera to help study the footage of any issues that arose.
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Concluding Remarks

The road to ISR 11 has lead the UCSD human powered submarine through
rough patches from which all of the members, freshman and veteran, have
learned a great deal. The time invested over the past few years on both Odin
and Legasea has brought the members together to work well as a team, driving home the lessons never taught in the classroom of communication and responsibility. The extensive preparation has built the team0 s momentum for the
competition, and with the progress of the Legasea design, this momentum will
continue through the next few years to ISR 12.
UCSD is ready to race!
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